
For more complete information please see the Trails Plan Discussion Paper

Trail usage: increasing, evolving, mixed
Usage is increasing.  Many activities take place on trails, including 
hiking, running, biking, dog walking, bird watching, rock climbing 
and more. Dog walking and mountain biking are two activities that 
have seen an increase in trail usage.

Environmental impacts of increased use can include trail braiding, 
erosion, trampling of native vegetation, emergence of invasive plants, 
impact on tree roots and new trails in areas with previously no trails.  
There are occasional user congestion or conflict issues.

WHAT WE’VE HEARD SO FAR:

• concern about trail degradation and overuse of 
some trails; some users damage natural features like 
foliage or rock faces, groups of off-leash dogs can 
damage sensitive ecosystems

• respondents noted that small urban connector trails 
are different than trails in heavily-forested areas and 
need a different approach

• suggestions that we review the demand for special 
events on trails and how these events are handled

• there are apprehensions regarding shared-use trails, 
specifically, hiking and mountain biking

• it was suggested that some trails are assigned to a 
specific use, e.g., hiking or biking only

• others noted that there are parking challenges and 
some forested trails should be more accessible to 
aging demographics. 

PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
INCLUSION IN A DISTRICT TRAILS PLAN:

• formalize access points, additional signage etc. at 
key trailheads

• clarify which uses are acceptable and prohibited

• develop a trail classification system to differentiate 
between trail types (e.g. urban connector trails vs. 
nature trail)

• educate users about appropriate activities and 
behavior on trails

• review Special Events Policy in relation to special 
events that use or may impact trails

• develop a classification program that designates 
some trails as single-use and others as joint-use

• include a rating system to categorize trails into 
technical levels

• incorporate accessibility considerations in trail 
construction best management practices.

What else do we need to know about trail use?

1. Which suggested recommendation do you feel is most important?

2. Is there anything we missed?


